
 

Brouwerij Bosteels is located in the village of Buggenhout, Belgium. It has been on the same site since 1791. Bosteels 
Brewery has been in the hands of the Bosteels family for over 200 years and seven generations and has never stopped 
brewing, even during the World Wars. Older than Belgium itself, this brewery is one of the best-known special breweries 
in Belgium.

Their history of doing things differently started with the original innovative thinker - brewer and landlord - Pauwel Kwak. 
During the French occupation, Napoleonic code dictated that “coach drivers shalt not descend from their coaches nor 
abandon their    horses to quench their thirst”. Mail coaches stopped daily for a break at De Hoorn Inn, a 
coaching tavern   on the road. To please his patrons, Pauwel Kwak invented a novel blown glass to hang their 
beer aboard    their coach and drink it without spilling a drop! This inspired the brewery from nearby 
Buggenhout    and since the 1980’s, Bosteels has brewed “Pauwel Kwak” and produced the iconic glass, 
continuing the    unconventional tradition that can be enjoyed today.

BELGIAN SPECIAL ALE | ABV: 8.4%

SOLE IMPORTER:  Artisanal Imports, Inc.   |   Austin, TX
www.artisanalimports.com    |   info@artisanalimports.com   |   512.440.0811

750 ML BTL

4PK 330 ML BTL 330 ML BTL 

GIFT PACK

Original in mind, traditional in body. Pauwel Kwak is a 
gloriously strong Belgian ale with a beautifully 
balanced blend of malt and hops with an unrivalled 
complexity flavor:
  - Deep amber beer with a satisfyingly dense, 
creamy colored head,
  - Balance of dark caramel, dried orange, a subtle 
hint of banana and baking spices with a touch of 
earthiness, and
  - Medium-bodied character with a soft, mellow 
warmth.

Available Packages*
6x4/330 ML BTL
6x750 ML BTL
1/6 BBL  & 1/2 BBL (US Sankey)
6x4/330 ML BTL + GLASS (GIFT PACK)
*POS Available Upon Request


